Senior Concert
by
Dec. 3, 1975

Overture
Valse Rôbes et Sentimentales
1. MODÈRE - PRÈS FRANC 5. PRESQUE LENT
2. ASSEZ LENT 6. VIF
3. MODÈRE 7. MOINS VIF
4. ASSEZ ANIMÉ 8. ÉPILOGUE

Maurice Ravel

The Alcotts
FROM CONCORD SONATA No. 2
(CONCORD, MASS. 1840-1860*)

Charles Ives

Tender Buttons
WORDS BY GEATRUD STEIN
1. RED STAMP
2. FOUR WAYS OF LOOKING AT A CHICKEN
   (a) CHICKEN  (b) CHICKEN
Synchronisms No. 6
FOR PIANO AND ELECTRONIC SOUNDS

Intermission

Voice of the Whale (Vox Balanae)
FOR THREE MASKED PLAYERS

Vocalise (...for the Beginning of Time)
Variations on Sea Time

Sea Theme
Archeozoic (VAR. I)
Proterozoic (VAR. II)
Paleozoic (VAR. III)
Mesozoic (VAR. IV)
Cenozoic (VAR. V)

Sea Nocturne (...for the End of Time)

Cello - Neal Richmond
Flute - Joshua Popeneo

Special Thanks to Sue Kahn, Lionel Nowak, Dan Kahn